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About This Game

When an evil ruler greedily taxes his people to near starvation, there’s always one who rises against all odds to fight for what’s
right ... but Fighting for the good of the people often results in fighting for one’s family. Help our brave new Hero rise from

humble beginnings to becoming the champion of which stories are written for centuries.

Features
- Gather your band of merry men

- Use unique skills to solve puzzles
- New mini-games and archery competitions

- Interact with characters, good and evil
- Rob from the rich and give to the poor!
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Quick and easy puzzle/hidden object game. Great to kill some time.. Very good HOG.
Everything is fine in this game.
The game is not too difficult so that's a nice game to discover what HOG can be.
8/10.. This was decently fun. It was interesting to see Robin portryed as a woman and gether her merry men. The hidden object
aspects were pretty good and having the different skills of the merry men to use to figure out the puzzles were fun. I think the
best ultilization of this aspect was towards the end when you rescued Robin's husband. I wish that technique was used a lot more
often. Otherwise, the only times i needed th hint system was to clean each area by finding the hidden gold. The fact that it told
you when each area/screen was clear was helpful too because then it make it easier to figure out where you were meant to go
next. Overall, a short but interesting experiance. Great for a quick causal afternoon.. I found my destiny.. Loved the story.
Very fun point & click filled with puzzles and a note when an area is cleared and no more actions are left.
You play Robin Hood, but not the legend we know, a women by the name of Robin, you need to save your husband and the
village of Nottingham.
Loved it!!. Pretty little point&click mystery game with nice logic puzzle and even a basic bow competition. Graphics are lovely,
so try and play it.. Nice game. Short but nice. Very good HOG.
Everything is fine in this game.
The game is not too difficult so that's a nice game to discover what HOG can be.
8/10.. This was really enjoyable as a hidden object game. The story is light-hearted and fun, and you feel like the missions and
objects you're finding actually have a purpose (unlike many HOGs). At $4.99 it's a good value, but it is a pretty quick play (2-3
hrs) so maybe wait for it to go on sale. If you want a fun, relaxing game that doesn't require heavy thinking but also has an
engaging story, I recommend this one.
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Overall a nice way to start and finish in one day... downside is that there are no steam achievements or badges :/
Although all areas say complete I am still missing one treasure chest to make for a perfectly finished game. Also of note, the
hidden object part was kinda corny with no time limit or fault if you click on a wrong object. No challenge really.. oh please can
you make more games like this game was so short it was over before it began finished it one sitting 2hours. its a shame it ended
so quickly. Very attractive game. This is quite better than other in Point & Click games. I like the idea of using many types of
arrows to progress story. the mini-games are fun to play and not too hard to complete it.

Recommended surely.. This is a nice little seek and find mixed in with some minor questing...... All in all a good time sink.....
Takes about 4 hours to play thru once. Not worth full price, but definitely worth playing.
I like casual games - it's a hidden Objects/Point And Click game.

The good - it actually delivers a game that you actually want to play. It's a little easy, but not outrageously so. Many of the
HOB/PnC games have so much counter intuitive backtracking that all you do is click Hint. This game has managed to make you
want to play it and if you even try a little you should find yourself using Hint sparingly. The mini-games are also reasonable.

Overall this game was a pleasant surprise.
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